
 

 

 

SUMMARY OF PRESENTATION TO THE COMMITEE ON PROPOSAL 

TO CREATE 

REGISTERED ONLINE SERVICE PROVIDER PROGRAM 

 

   

THE PROPOSED RULE WILL IRREPERABLY HARM CONSUMERS 

 The Florida Bar has proposed a Rule (Proposed Rule 23) that will allow non-

lawyer “online service providers” to advertise for legal services and share legal 

fees (fee splitting).  The Proposed Rule provides for no regulation of either the 

advertising of legal services or the business operations of these online service 

providers. For anyone to believe that  Proposed Rule 23 will do anything other than 

legitimize the lowest common denominator of hucksters, charlatans, and scam   

artists is naïve, to say the least.  

 History is replete with stories of unregulated charlatans who have taken 

advantage of unsophisticated consumers, making wild and unsubstantiated claims 

regarding their products, hence the term “snake oil salesman.”  

 Passage of Proposed Rule 23 will empower the modern day “snake oil 

salesman” to make false and misleading advertisements and claims, all in order to 

separate the unwitting consumers from their money, with no repercussions. One 

cannot fathom a single reason that the Bar would propose a rule that would allow 

non-lawyers (online service providers) to advertise with impunity any false or 
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misleading claim they wish, while requiring attorneys (and rightly so) to comply 

with a plethora of advertising restrictions, and go through a lengthy and costly 

advertising review process (Fl. Bar Rules of Professional Conduct, Chapter 4-7.2-

4-7.22). 

 P.T. Barnum reportedly stated, “There is a sucker born every minute.” 

Proposed Rule 23 empowers the PT Barnum’s of the world to rip off unsuspecting 

consumers in need of real legal services, the very same unsophisticated consumer 

the Bar’s Proposed Rule is supposed to help.  

 While chapter 4-7 of the Rules of Professional Conduct of the Florida Bar 

strictly governs advertising by lawyers, including a method of review and approval 

of ads, NO SUCH RULE exists governing Online Service Providers in Proposed 

Rule 23.  

 In other words, while a lawyer is limited to truthful advertising that cannot 

even be impliedly misleading (See, Rule 4-7.13), Proposed Rule 23 allows the non-

lawyer to make false claims with impunity. 

 This is not just anecdotal. Many non-lawyer internet-based companies have 

been operating outside the rules of the Florida Bar, with disastrous results.  

Presented below are three REAL WORLD studies of the unscrupulous nature of 

unregulated non lawyer firms selling legal services. 
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TIKD SERVICES LLC 

One such company, TIKD, currently before the  Honorable Florida Supreme Court 

for UPL, has been accused of false advertising by the Florida Bar (The Florida Bar 

v. TIKD Services LLC, et al., Case No. SC2018-149).  TIKD’s website proudly 

proclaims what happens “with TIKD” and what would happen “without TIKD.”  

 

The statements above, taken on their face, are clearly false and misleading. If you 

don’t use TIKD (“WITHOUT TIKD”): you will get points on your license, always 

pay the full amount, no ability to pay over time and have additional costs and 

hassle of hiring a lawyer.  No attorney would be permitted by the Bar to make such 

claims.  Yet, a non-lawyer online service provider, under the Proposed Rule 23 

could do so.  

 In TIKD Services LLC v. The Florida Bar, et al., Case No. 17-24103 (U.S. 

Dist. Ct., So. Dist. Florida), Chris Riley, founder of TIKD, discussed during his 

deposition the misleading nature of his advertising, while trying to justify it.  Had 

this been an advertisement by a Florida attorney, it would never have been 
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permitted.  In fact, TIKD’s very motto, the very basis of its business model, “snap 

it, and forget it” is false.  Riley admits in his deposition, that despite this promise, 

after you “snap it” (take a picture of the ticket), that just begins a process of TIKD 

finding an attorney for your case, which may take days, according to Riley, and 

several communications between the prospective client and TIKD, or the attorney. 

Such falsity would never pass muster with the Florida Bar, had an actual lawyer 

said it.  

 According to an investigation into TIKD’s Facebook reviews, many of the 

reviews were fake in that the reviewer did not, in fact, have a ticket, nor did they 

use TIKD to fight it 

 The important point here is that again, an Online Service Provider could post 

fake reviews on the internet, thus baiting the consumer to use them.  No regulation 

leads to abuse.  

catraffictickets.com  

Another such company, in California, catraffictickets.com, is a non-lawyer internet 

company claiming to fight traffic tickets.  Their advertising is replete with false 

statements to lure a client to hire them. A simple review of the home page shows 

their statements would never pass even a cursory review by a professional bar 
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association. See below: 

 

“OUR LAWYERS WIN 80% OR MONEY BACK” What does that even mean? 

Would a client have to prove that over the firms’ entire existence it won less than 

80 percent to get a refund? That statement is absolute nonsense.  

The Yelp reviews speak for themselves.  Below are just a few of the many negative 

reviews for this non-lawyer internet-based scam: 

8/24/2019 1 star 

BEWARE OF LYING THIEVES! They say they refund your $99 if they 

don't win. Well they lost and did I get a refund HELL NO. I was lied to 

from jump. I was told matter of factly that I could not go to traffic 

school because I had an out of state DL. Well that was total bullshit. 

Had they answered my question honestly they wouldn't have gotten my 

money. They got me for several hundred dollars. After the loss I did 

further research. Luckily I was able to speak w the Judges clerk, wrote 

the Judge a letter explaining my experience with these inept thieves 

and he granted me permission to take traffic school and eliminate the 
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points on my DL. They do nothing but have operators take your money. 

There oughta be a law against this! 

(NOTE: if they were regulated by the bar, there would be!) 

***************************************** 

4/17/2019 1 star 

*WARNING* DO NOT USE THESE SCAM ARTISTS!!! 

This is the worst company you could ever run across they do nothing 

but pray on vulnerable people who are a need of help, give them a 

subpar assistance that is noneffective and then lied you about 

refunding your money when they don't win your case! Do not use these 

people they will take advantage of you and cost you money and end up 

losing your case and then on top of all that cost you more money! 

***************************************** 

10/21/2019 1 star 

Stay the hell away from these people. 

They basically have salespeople in a call center with scripts and it's up 

to each salesperson's to charge you whatever they want.. obviously 

they take a cut of what ur paying so they quote you the maximum they 

charge depending on how ballsy and confident the salesperson is. 

When I asked IF they have a refund policy or not. The first person I 

talked to said no then when I called back the guy dodged my question 

and kept reading the scripted response "we have great connections in 

that courthouse blah blah" and when I pressed him he finally said yes 

we do have a refund policy if we don't win, started stammering and 
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hung up on me when he felt cornered by my question! 

What kind of Boiler room operation is this!? 

They lost all credibility with me considering I was actually calling 

back to sign up with them! 

I am better off hiring an attorney than going through their network! 

 

 

I filed a bar complaint with the California bar regarding this company, Not 

surprisingly, they advised that there was little they could do because they have no 

jurisdiction over non lawyers.  

 

 

offtherecord.com 

Another nonlawyer firm selling traffic ticket legal services, and making false and 

misleading statements, is Seattle startup offtherecord.com. Two non lawyers, 

brothers Alex and Chris Guirguis, after bringing their false and fraudulent services 

in Washington State and California, have now, unfortunately, started operating 

illegally in Florida. Again, a simple review of their homepage website does not 
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pass Florida bar advertising rules:

 

 (for ex "we win, or its free" ) is not a true statement once you read their lengthy terms 

and conditions, where, by the way, the client agrees to arbitrate any claims in the state 

of Washington! 
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The above is their Instagram ad posted 11/29/2020 IN FLORIDA. Obviously, they 

cannot lawfully state: GET YOUR TICKET DISMISSED! I have submitted hundreds 

of ads to the Florida bar over the last 35 years, and I am acutely aware of the rules 

regarding any such statements. In fact, years ago, the Bar made me add the word 

“may” to that very sentence, thus stating “you may get your ticket dismissed.  

I have found further, more incriminating evidence that this company is operating 

outside the rules., further  impermissible language “WE WIN OR IT’S FREE” and 

“100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE”, all statements are false and misleading, and 

would not be approved by the Florida Bar. As you know, since offtherecord.com is 

owned by non lawyers, The Bar has no jurisdiction over them, and rule 23 does not 

provide a solution for harmed consumers. Here are just a few of the many complaints 

regarding offtherecord.com: 

 

Imaze h 

★★★★★ 

★★★★★ 

07/08/2020 

Everyone - Please DO NOT USE THIS SERVICE. THEY ARE SACM. YOU WILL PAY 
DOUBLE YOUR FINE. I AM THE VICTOM OF THIS. ONCE AGAN PLEASE DO NOT 
USE THIS SERVICE EVER AT ALL. TELL YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY. THIS IS 
UNETHICAL THE WAY THEY DO BUSINESS. SO, PLEASE STOP AND NEVER USE 
THEM. DO IT YOUR SELF- you will save money and time. As well as stress. Thank you 
***** ******* 
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Mario L 

★★★★★ 

★★★★★ 

09/09/2019 

 

 

 

False advertising they will not issue you a refund if they don’t win your case. I am a first 
hand unhappy customer 
 

Ali 

★★★★★ 

★★★★★ 

07/23/2019 

The lawyers they choose won’t even help you or use your statements to provide your 
support in court towards a ticket that should have been dismissed. Hire a real lawyer not 
this scam... 

  

Further,  their website offers clearly conflicting disclaimers: Offtherecord website 

disclaimer: 

© 2015 - 2020 Off The Record, Inc. 

At the bottom of the page, in fine print, they say : 

 Off The Record is not a law firm and does not endorse or recommend any lawyer or 

law firm who advertises on our platform. We do not make any representation and 

have not made any judgment as to the qualifications, expertise or credentials of any 

participating lawyer. 

But in their FAQ section they brag about their algorithm that finds the very best 

lawyer for their case:  

We don't just match you to any lawyer, we match you to an experienced traffic 

attorney who's got a great track record in the court where your ticket will be 

contested. We've collected years worth of data and we know which lawyers are 

successful (and which aren't) in each court we serve. 

SO WHICH IS IT? 
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And even better: They claim to use a proprietary software to select the attorney. This 

is an outright lie. They use whoever they can find for the cheapest price! 

 How does the SmartMatch algorithm work? 

We use a proprietary algorithm to match you with a local, qualified attorney. While 

we don’t share exactly how the algorithm works, here are the major aspects that the 

algorithm considers when matching you with an attorney: 

* Location 

We want to find you a lawyer who is close to or familiar with the court where you 

received your ticket. We will only match you with an attorney who has specifically 

indicated they handle tickets in the court where you have received a ticket. 

* Success Rate 

We take results seriously. We will match you with an attorney with the best record of 

success in the court where you received your ticket. You can read more about how we 

define success in our money back guarantee. 

* Customer Service 

Results matter but so does communication and “bedside manner.” We give significant 

weight to the customer service marks that prior Off The Record customers gave to 

their attorneys. 

* Fee 

If we have multiple attorneys with similar success rates and customer service ratings 

in the court where you received your ticket, our platform will match you with the 

attorney with the most competitive fee. 

* Availability 

Finally and most importantly, our matching is always subject to availability. While we 

actively review attorneys and remove those who do not meet our expectations, every 

attorney isn’t available for every case. We will match you to the best (as determined 

by our algorithm) available attorney. 

So, as one can see, they rave about their attorney selection process, but then in 

fine print deny any responsibility whatsoever! 
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TERMS OF USE: Another issue with these web bases scammers is they hide 

behind voluminous hidden terms and conditions that would never be approved by a 

bar association. Should an unsophisticated client, seeking help with a traffic ticket 

be bound by these clearly UNCONSCIONABLE terms?: 

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES OF $20,000!!! 

In the event that OTR concludes you have not complied with the Acceptable Uses, 

OTR has the right, at its sole discretion, to suspend or terminate your use of the OTR 

Services, with or without prior notice. In addition, any violation of the Acceptable 

Uses in specific or these Terms in general will subject the violator to liquidated 

damages in the amount of $20,000 per impermissible use. 

GOVERNING LAW STATE OF WASHINGTON!! FOR A FLORIDA TICKET? 

1. GOVERNING LAW 

These Terms shall be governed by the laws of the State of Washington. 

2. MANDATORY ARBITRATION 

In the event that you have a dispute with OTR, you and OTR agree to mandatory 

arbitration administered on a confidential basis by JAMS, a nationally recognized 

arbitration authority, in accordance with the JAMS Streamlined Arbitration Rules and 

Procedures, and not to sue in court in front of a judge or jury 

1. VENUE IN WASHINGTON STATE! 

To the extent that the terms of Section 14 do not apply the parties agree that any 

litigation between them shall be filed exclusively in state or federal courts located in 

King County, Washington. The parties expressly consent to exclusive jurisdiction in 

King Country, Washington. 

This is typical of what consumers will face should Proposed Rule 23 be adopted, 

both TIKD and catraffictickets.com, have similar, onerous hidden terms and 

conditions.  
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THE PROPOSED RULE ENCOURAGES UNETHICAL 

AND DECIETFUL BEHAVIOR BY ONLINE SERVICE PROVIDERS 

 

 It doesn’t stop just with the false advertising. Florida Bar Rules require a 

lawyer to supervise his or her non-lawyer employees. 

 Rule 4-5.3 specifically addresses this responsibility.  First, the rule deals 

with non-lawyer assistants, laying out different responsibilities for lawyers 

depending upon the level of the attorney’s responsibility over a non-lawyer’s 

conduct.  Under the rule, any lawyer having “direct supervisory authority” over 

non-legal staff is responsible for making “reasonable efforts” to ensure that the 

non-lawyer’s conduct is consistent with the attorney’s own professional 

obligations. The lawyer will be held responsible for ordering, or ratifying with 

knowledge, any specific behavior by the non-attorney where the lawyer himself or 

herself is prohibited from the conduct. 

 Under Proposed Rule 23 there is no such protection for consumers. Non-

lawyer employees, like their non-lawyer employers, may do or say whatever they 

wish. 

 In the Pulitzer prize winning words of David Mamet, in Glengarry Glen 

Ross: the words "Always Be Closing" are written on a board, and repeated several 

times, in a tirade.   And what is the result of this motivational speech? The 

salespeople resort to a host of unethical tactics to achieve their sales numbers!  The 

key takeaway?  “Always Be Closing” is a mantra used in the sales world, meaning 
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a seller must always be in the mindset of closing deals, using whatever tactics are 

necessary. 

 Without supervision by a lawyer who is subject to discipline, why would one 

imagine that this scenario would turn out any differently?  ABC, always be closing, 

will be the mantra of every unregulated online service provider.  And why not? 

There are no consequences!  Potential conversations between online service 

providers and unsophisticated customers allowed under Proposed Rule 23 could 

be: 

“Yes ma’am, we promise you will be divorced by New Years, 

can I get your credit card number?” 

****** 

“No sir, your landlord can’t evict you just for not paying 

rent, our lawyers can keep you in your house indefinitely, I’ll 

take your credit card now…” 

****** 

“Charged with trafficking in Oxycodone? We can definitely 

keep you out of jail! Your credit card please” 

****** 

The possibilities, and severe consequences, boggle the imagination.  

CONCLUSION 
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 Rule 23 is a good starting point to move in the direction of non-lawyer 

offered legal services. However, it has no teeth, which will invariably lead to more 

of what we’ve seen above. Focus groups, statistical studies, and biased, self 

serving  reports by Silicon Valley private equity groups do not begin to tell the true 

story. Until Rule 23 is amended to provide a valid disciplinary method and 

complaint resolution regarding these non-lawyer services, the public will suffer 

irreparable harm.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 

s/ Mark S. Gold   

Mark S. Gold 

   Florida Bar No. 359501 

The Ticket Clinic, a law firm 

2298 S. Dixie Hwy 

Miami, FL  33133  

Telephone: (305) 858 9390 

markgold@theticketclinic.com 

 

 

 

       

  



Terms of Use 

Hi there, we’re Off The Record, Inc. (“OTR,” “we,” “our”). We help connect 

people who need legal help with lawyers willing to provide such help. We 

focus primarily on traffic tickets and traffic misdemeanors, but may also assist 

with other types of cases. These terms (the “Terms”) govern your (“you,” 

“your”) use of our websites, mobile applications, and other services (the “OTR 

Services”). 

1. USING THE OTR SERVICES 

2. By accessing the website or using the OTR Services you agree to these 

Terms. If you do not agree to these Terms, please do not use the 

website or the OTR Services. You may only use the OTR Services if 

you are legally authorized to form a binding contract with OTR. You may 

not use the OTR Services if you are under the age of majority in your 

state.ACCEPTABLE USES AND LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 

3. Your use of the OTR Services must comply with the following 

Acceptable Uses (the “Acceptable Uses”): 

○ You may only use the OTR Services for the purposes described in 

these Terms and as described on the OTR website. 

○ You may only use the OTR Services for your use or for the use of 

an entity where you are authorized to enter into contracts on 

behalf of the entity. If you are using these Terms on behalf of an 

entity, you agree to these terms on behalf of that entity. 

○ You may not impersonate another person when using the OTR 

Services. 

○ You may not use the OTR Services in order to discover the 

identity of lawyers or others using the OTR Services. 

○ You may not by any means, technical, manual, or otherwise, 

harvest, scrape, index or collect information about the users or 

lawyers participating on, or affiliated with, the OTR Services. 



○ You may not, by any means, disrupt or attempt to disrupt the 

operation of the OTR Services or the technology used to make 

the OTR Services available. 

4. OTR reserves the right to determine, in its sole discretion, your 

compliance with the Acceptable Uses. 

In the event that OTR concludes you have not complied with the 

Acceptable Uses, OTR has the right, at its sole discretion, to suspend or 

terminate your use of the OTR Services, with or without prior notice. In 

addition, any violation of the Acceptable Uses in specific or these 

Terms in general will subject the violator to liquidated damages in 

the amount of $20,000 per impermissible use.MODIFICATIONS 

5. We reserve the right to change these Terms at any time. Your continued 

use of the OTR Services indicates your acceptance of the revised 

Terms. In the event of changes to these terms we will revise the “Last 

Updated” date listed on these Terms.OTR AND LEGAL SERVICES 

6. OTR is not a law firm, does not offer legal advice, and does not 

dispense legal advice. The OTR Services are not legal advice and you 

should not consider them to be legal advice. All legal matters submitted 

to OTR are handled by independent licensed attorneys who are not 

employees or agents of OTR. Any use of OTR Services is not intended 

to, and does not, create an attorney-client privilege between you and 

OTR. Any communication via OTR may not be held confidential. OTR 

cannot be held liable for the actions, omissions, quality or accuracy of 

legal services provided by attorneys. While OTR uses commercially 

reasonable efforts to confirm that attorneys are licensed and qualified, 

we do not make any warranty, guarantee, or representation as to the 

legal ability, competence, quality, or qualifications of any individual 

attorney.ATTORNEY SELECTION AND THE OTR MATCHING 

ALGORITHM 

7. When you submit your ticket and/or case details to OTR our algorithm 

connects you with an independent attorney licensed in the appropriate 

jurisdiction to handle your matter. Our algorithm takes into account a 

variety of factors (i.e. the attorney's license, their fees, their success rate 

with other OTR customers, their customer service reviews and ratings, 

etc.) in order to determine which attorney to match you to. You may also 

request to be matched to a specific participating attorney, and we will 



honor your request as long as the attorney is available and willing to 

take on your case. 

OTR does not currently have participating attorneys in every jurisdiction. 

If we do not have any participating attorneys in the jurisdiction where 

you received your legal matter, we will not be able to connect you with 

an attorney. 

In some cases, the attorney with whom we match you may decline the 

case or counter-offer with modified terms (i.e. a higher fee, a modified 

money back guarantee, etc.). In the event of an attorney declining your 

case we will attempt to match you to an equivalent attorney with an 

equivalent fee and equivalent terms, but we cannot guarantee the same 

fee or the same terms. If we cannot match you to an equivalent 

attorney, we will request your approval before matching you to an 

attorney with a higher fee or different terms. If you choose not to move 

forward, we will cancel your case and work with the attorney to issue 

you a full refund of the fee paid. 

Similarly, in the event of an attorney counter-offer, you may elect to 

work with the attorney with whom you were originally matched under the 

terms of the counter offer (i.e. higher fee and/or modified terms) or elect 

to find an attorney via other means. 

When purchasing a service through OTR, it is your responsibility to 

provide accurate and complete information. This includes, but is not 

limited to, an accurate representation of your legal matter, an accurate 

representation or your driving and/or criminal record, and accurate 

contact information.CANCELLATIONS 

8. You may cancel your case on OTR at any time. 

For standard traffic infractions, you will only receive a refund for your 

case if you cancel your case less than one business day after you have 

formally booked a case on OTR. 

For more serious matters, such as driving under the influence (“DUI”), 

driving while intoxicated (“DWI”), driving on a suspended license, or hit 

and run, you will only receive a refund for your case if you cancel your 

case less than one business day after your initial consultation with the 

attorney with whom OTR has connected you.FEES 

9. When you book a case with OTR, you provide your payment information 

to us on our platform. The entirety of your fee is paid directly to the 



attorney who works on your case, not to OTR. This fee is paid when an 

attorney accepts your case. Your fee will be quoted to you at the time of 

booking your case. The cost to handle more serious traffic offenses, 

including but not limited to misdemeanors, DUIs, and other similar 

infractions and violations may exceed the initially quoted fee. In such a 

case, OTR will inform you of the higher fee and you will have the 

options described in the event of an attorney counter-offer in Section 5 

above. 

Attorneys pay OTR a marketing fee for cases provided to them by OTR. 

The amount of the marketing fee varies depending upon a wide variety 

of factors including the geography of the ticket, the availability of local 

attorneys, and many others. 

All payments are processed by OTR’s third-party payment processor, 

Stripe.MONEY BACK GUARANTEE AND PARTIAL REFUNDS 

10. At the sole discretion of OTR, OTR will offer you a full or partial 

refund in the event of an unfavorable legal outcome. We will indicate if 

the money back guarantee is available when you are booking a case. 

The OTR money back guarantee only applies to non-criminal traffic 

tickets. 

You will not receive a refund if: 

○ Your ticket is dismissed, amended to a non-moving violation, or 

deferred; 

○ You received the ticket in a state that has a point system and the 

points associated with your ticket are reduced; 

○ The attorney negotiates a deal for you that was not previously 

available; 

○ You are able to keep the ticket off of your record by taking traffic 

school or a defensive driving course; or 

○ Your fine is reduced by an amount that is greater than, or equal 

to, the legal fee that you paid. 

11. You will receive a partial refund if you are found to have 

committed the infraction but you receive a fine reduction. Generally, our 

policy with refunds is to make you no worse off economically than if you 

had paid the fee outright. For example: Assume your original fine is 

$300 and you pay a $250 legal fee. If your lawyer is able to get the fine 

reduced to $200 instead of $300, you'll receive a refund of $150 ($250 



legal fee - $100 fine reduction). In such a case you would pay a $100 

legal fee ($250 initial legal fee minus $150 refund) plus a $200 fine 

($300 reduced to $200), equaling a cost of $300—the same as if you 

had paid the fine outright. 

OTR does not offer the money back guarantee where it is prohibited by 

law.UNPAID BALANCE OWED TO OTR; COLLECTIONS 

12. You understand if you have an unpaid balance to OTR for any 

reason and do not make satisfactory payment arrangements, your 

account may be placed with an external collection agency. You will be 

responsible for reimbursement of any fees from the collection agency, 

including all costs and expenses incurred collecting your account, and 

possibly including reasonable attorney’s fees if so incurred during 

collection efforts. 

In order for OTR or their designated external collection agency to 

service your account, and where not prohibited by applicable law, you 

agree that OTR and the designated external collection agency are 

authorized to (i) contact you by telephone at the telephone number(s) 

you are providing, including wireless telephone numbers, which could 

result in charges to you, (ii) contact you by sending text messages 

(message and data rates may apply) or emails, using any email address 

you provide and (iii) methods of contact may include using pre-

recorded/artificial voice message and/or use of an automatic dialing 

device, as applicable.YOUR PRIVACY 

13. Personal information you submit to OTR is subject to the OTR 

Privacy Policy. We protect information that you provide us consistent 

with our Privacy Policy but it is not protected by attorney-client privilege 

or as attorney work product.SOFTWARE 

14. You may download software as part of your use of the OTR 

Services (the “Software”). So long as you comply with these Terms OTR 

grants to you a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, revocable 

license to use the Software solely to access and use the OTR Services. 

Except to the extent that such limitation is prohibited by law you will not 

reverse engineer or decompile, attempt to reverse engineer or 

decompile, or assist anyone to reverse engineer or decompile the 

Software.DISCLAIMERS 

https://offtherecord.com/help/privacy-policy
https://offtherecord.com/help/privacy-policy
https://offtherecord.com/help/privacy-policy


15. OTR provides the Software and the OTR Services “as is” and 

OTR makes no warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the 

Software and the OTR Services. OTR disclaims all warranties, including 

warranties of non-infringement and title, merchantability, and fitness for 

a particular purpose. In addition, OTR makes no guarantees or 

promises regarding uptime, accessibility, or that the OTR properties will 

remain updated, complete, correct or secure.LIMITATION OF 

LIABILITY 

16. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO 

EVENT WILL OTR OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES, SUPPLIERS AND 

DISTRIBUTORS, OR ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, 

EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, 

PUNITIVE, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY 

LOSS OF PROFITS OR REVENUES, OR ANY LOSS OF DATA, 

HOWEVER THEY MAY BE INCURRED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN 

CONNECTION WITH YOUR USE OF, ACCESS TO, OR INABILITY TO 

ACCESS, THE OTR SERVICES OR THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING 

BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE OUTCOME OF ANY LEGAL MATTER. 

TO THE FULLEST EXTENT UNDER APPLICABLE LAW THE TOTAL 

LIABILITY OF OTR OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES, SUPPLIERS AND 

DISTRIBUTORS, OR ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, 

EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF 

YOUR USE OF THE OTR SERVICES OR THE SOFTWARE WILL BE 

LIMITED TO THE LESSER OF $100 OR THE TOTAL AMOUNT YOU 

PAID TO OTR TO USE THE OTR SERVICES AND SOFTWARE 

DURING THE COURSE OF THE LAST 12 MONTHS PRECEDING 

THE FILING OF SUCH CLAIM.INDEMNITY 

17. To the fullest extent under applicable law, you agree to defend, 

indemnify, and hold OTR harmless from and against all claims, 

liabilities, damages, judgments, awards, losses, costs, expenses and 

fees (including attorneys’ fees) arising out of or relating to your use of 

the OTR Services or your violation of these Terms.GOVERNING LAW 

18. These Terms shall be governed by the laws of the State of 

Washington.MANDATORY ARBITRATION 

19. In the event that you have a dispute with OTR, you and OTR 

agree to mandatory arbitration administered on a confidential basis by 



JAMS, a nationally recognized arbitration authority, in accordance with 

the JAMS Streamlined Arbitration Rules and Procedures, and not to sue 

in court in front of a judge or jury. The arbitrator shall have exclusive 

authority to resolve all disputes arising out of these Terms. The 

interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement shall be subject to the 

Federal Arbitration Act. 

You and OTR agree that arbitration will be conducted in your individual 

capacities only and not as a class or representative action. You and 

OTR each waive your respective right to file class action. If any court or 

arbitrator determines that the waiver set forth in this paragraph is 

unenforceable then this paragraph shall be deemed void and the parties 

shall be deemed not to have agreed to arbitrate disputes. 

This section does not apply to small claims court actions filed in King 

County, Washington. 

This section does not prohibit OTR from bringing a cause of action in 

any court of competent jurisdiction for injunctive relief to stop any 

unauthorized use, abuse, or infringement of the OTR Services. In such 

a case, OTR may seek injunctive relief without engaging in the 

arbitration process described in these Terms.VENUE 

20. To the extent that the terms of Section 14 do not apply the parties 

agree that any litigation between them shall be filed exclusively in state 

or federal courts located in King County, Washington. The parties 

expressly consent to exclusive jurisdiction in King Country, 

Washington.ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

21. These Terms constitute the entire agreement between you and 

OTR with respect to the subject matter of these Terms. These Terms 

supersede any previous terms, understanding and agreement between 

you and OTR.WAIVER, SEVERABILITY, AND ASSIGNMENT 

OTR’s failure to enforce any of these Terms does not constitute a waiver of its 

right to do so. If any of these Terms is found to be unenforceable, the 

remainder of these Terms will remain in full effect and the unenforceable term 

will be substituted to reflect your and OTR’s intent as closely as possible. You 

may not assign any right under these Terms and any attempt to do so will be 

https://www.jamsadr.com/adr-rules-procedures


void. OTR may assign its rights to any subsidiary or affiliate or any successor 

interest of any business associated with the Services. 
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